Experimentally induced heat- and cold-shock tolerance in adult Panstrongylus megistus (Burmeister) (Hemiptera, Reduviidae).
The survival rate of domestic male and female adult Panstrongylus megistus was studied after sequential heat and cold shocks in order to investigate shock tolerance compared to that previously reported for nymphs. Sequential shocks were such that a milder shock (0 degree C, 5 degrees C, 35 degrees C, or 40 degrees C for 1 h) preceded a severe one (0 degree C or 40 degrees C for 12 h), separated by intervals of 8, 18, 24, and 72 h at 28 degrees C (control temperature). The preliminary thermal shock induced tolerance to the more severe one, although tolerance intensity depended on the initial shock temperature and the interval between treatments. Despite the observed tolerance, the survival rate for insects subjected to both shocks decreased when compared to that of individuals subjected to a single mild shock. When tolerance differed with sex, females showed greater values than males. In contrast to the response detected in nymphs, for which higher heat tolerance values were sustained for intervals of up to 24 h (preliminary shock, 35 degrees C) or even longer (preliminary shock, 40 degrees C) between sequential shocks, significant values were verified in adults only for shock intervals of up to 8 h (preliminary shock, 40 degrees C). While findings for nymphs exhibited considerable cold-shock tolerance under conditions in which preliminary shocks were given at 5 degrees C or 0 degree C and the periods between shocks were up to 72 h long, the adults were shown to be capable of acquiring a substantial tolerance response to a more severe cold shock only when the preliminary shock was given at 0 degree C and shock interval surpassed 18 h. It is assumed that the mechanisms involved in the cellular protection of P. megistus under sequential temperature shocks (heat shock protein action?) may loose effectiveness with insect development.